
MEDIA IN GOA

Media in Goa refers to the newspapers, magazines, radio stations, cable and television networks and online media in
India's smallest state ( square.

The Chowgules also launched a Konkani Roman script daily Uzvad. Konkani is a widely-spoken, little-read
especially in the official Devanagari script language here and has just a single daily newspaper run in the
officially-recognised Devanagari script, Bhangar Bhuim. The newspaper indicated the attitude of the publisher
as also his political attitude. There were other dailies too, but they were short lived. The print media and
journalists have to keep pace with the new change. Several of these periodicals were bilingual. This was Goa's
second FM station. In defence, the management have argued that the staff had left, and actually had not been
sacked. At least one or two more are facing pressure. Moreover it needs to be capable of managing unexpected
increased traffic during urgant times. It was closed down in  The traditional fight between small town
newspapers and the big metropolitan dailies is threatening to spread across the oceans. No doubt, changes
have come to the small newspapers to make them more competitive. The newspapers started between and
were all printed in the Government press in Panaji. Some newspapers have done their own circulation study
from expert agencies as the competition grows. Channels are received through cable in most parts of Goa. All
the three winning bidders were to co-site their transmitting infrastructure with All India Radio's tower on the
outskirts of Panaji. The once Left-leaning Goa Union of Journalists, which organised events in solidarity with
the jailed Nelson Mandela in the s, has a new generation at its helm currently. All the three newspapers were
being published from Panaji. Contact Us Media Publishing Solutions Our recent times has seen a drastic
paradigm shift from print media to multi-platform digital media which offers multiple benefits including wider
coverage, faster information and increased sustainability. But by , nearly were closed down. It's almost like
seeing your politician in the news can lead to believing. The business house of Chowgules started Gomantak
the first modern Marathi daily newspaper in  At least some publications were set up with political calculation
in mind; but the peaking of election-time interest in the media often vanishes once a new set of politicians
ascend to power.


